
North America’s leader in high quality commercial furniture and custom manufacturing.



INDOOR OUTDOOR

Established in 1949, Hauser Industries is the leading manufacturer of commercial 
furniture and amenities for both interior and exterior applications. From food court to 
streetscape, Hauser’s solutions are engineered and manufactured to exceed the 
requirements for extended use in a wide range of public environments.

Our flexible design and custom manufacturing solutions meet the demands of the 
most complex projects and discerning customer requirements. Three generations of 
hands-on Hauser expertise and 150,000 sq ft of state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facilities ensure your Hauser furniture exceeds your expectations for dependability 
and durability.

After six decades of continuous improvement, the Hauser brand stands above the rest 
for quality, value and integrity. Each and every day we strive to exceed the expecta-
tions of our customers through unparalleled service, insightful product design, and 
superior performance. 

Your satisfaction is our priority.



LOUNGE SEATING WASTE & RECYCLING WASH & STORAGEPLANTERS
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CHAIRS STOOLS TABLES
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PERGOLAS

RETRACTABLE AWNINGS VALUE ENGINEERING

CUSTOM

SPACE PLANNING & VERIFICATION ENGINEERING

Services
Our design team offers CAD space planning and verification solutions, and we are able to provide 

structural analysis and stamped drawings from our engineering department.

If you don’t see what you need please contact us and we will provide you with a quote for value 
engineering and custom manufacturing.

Shade Structures
www.hausersite.com

Custom Design & Manufacturing

CONCEPTUALIZATION DESIGN OPTIMIZATION &
ENGINEERING

MANUFACTURING
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HAUSER INDUSTRIES INC
330 Weber St N

Waterloo, ON, Canada
N2J 3H6

P - 800.268.7328
F - 519.747.4871

sales@hauser.cawww.hauser.ca   www.hausersite.com
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https://www.hausersite.com

